
 

Parabolic scaling 
condition

record of the complex scalar wave field – an interferogram 
of many spherical waves.

Compression of macroscopic holograms
T. Birnbaum, C. Schretter, P. Schelkens

A hologram is a ...

Wave atoms1: A ‘new’ basis

Amplitude = Brightness | Phase = Depth + X

Amplitude

Phase

The grating equation dictates, macroscopic holograms need to have 
small pixels (size p)/large spat. frequencies for a large Field of View (    ).

And why should we compress?

Example
   250mm Hologram,

180° FoV @ 500nm
Requires:
→1012 px @2bpp ≈ 232 GB

Natural image compression 
(low-pass filtering) fails, due 
to differing periodograms!

General facts 
Ortho-normal basis variant exists
Well localized in space + frequency
Heisenberg optimal
Multi-resolution basis
Isotropic support per atom
Oscillatory atoms

WA1 in Spatial domain WA modulus in Fourier domain

Natural image compression
Low-pass filtering through JPEG 2000

Hologram compression (Work in progress)
Wave-atom basis and JPEG 2000 entropy encoding

Example
Hologram backpropagations from individual WA subbands

reveals that sometimes only few subbands contain all the information. → Other subbands can be dropped.

1 L. Demanet, L. Ying, “Wave Atoms and Sparsity Oscillatory Patterns”, Applied and Computational Harmonic Analysis, 2007
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Better quality, albeit some essential 
properties have not been exploited 
for compression yet.

  



 

Objective comparisons of digital data require measures of a mismatch. It is convenient to ex-
press the mismatch as similarity := const.–mismatch. While good measures for real-valued 
data exist, such as the Structural Similarity Index (SSIM), there are no satisfying option for 
complex-valued data.

Complex numbers are encountered in many applications due to integral transforms such as 
Fourier or Laplace or due to implicit wave phenomena. For comparisons one has to resort to 
either comparing the data in parts, e.g. real/imaginary or absolute value/phase, or to error 
measures based on the normalized mean squared error (NMSE), which are unbound and hence 
difficult to interpret.

However, often applications themselves provide a good intuition of which mismatches are 
tolerable. We therefore propose a versatile similarity measure (VSM) that allows an easy local 
and global interpretation. It is specifically crafted for complex-valued data and guarantees scale 
invariance, invariance under constant phase shifts, symmetry with respect to the arguments, 
but can be adjusted to match the application.

How can one compare complex-valued data, arising in applications that involve Fourier, 
Laplace or other integral transforms or implicit wave phenomena?

Good measures for real-valued data exist, e.g. Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) but there are 
no good options for complex-valued data. Unsatisfying options are comparison in parts, e.g. 
real/imaginary or absolute value/phase, or scores based on the normalized mean squared error 
(NMSE).

Often applications provide a good intuition of which mismatches are tolerable. We therefore 
propose a versatile similarity measure (VSM) that accounts for these intuitions and allows an 
easy local & global interpretation. It is specifically crafted for data in    , guarantees scale 
invariance, phase shift invariance, symmetry with respect to the argument order, and can be 
adjusted to match a given application.
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